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Initiatives: Tax Reforms for Capital Initiatives: Tax Reforms for Capital 
Market Development Market Development –– Competitive Competitive 

ParityParity
Tax Reform OverTax Reform Over--all objective: recommend taxall objective: recommend tax--
neutral financial marketneutral financial market
Scope of Financial Sector Taxation Reform Scope of Financial Sector Taxation Reform 
(USAID)(USAID)
-- review all major taxreview all major tax--related issues in the bank and nonrelated issues in the bank and non--
bank sectorsbank sectors
-- identify products, transactions or undertakings where tax identify products, transactions or undertakings where tax 
arbitrage may existarbitrage may exist
-- recommend possible changes that could improve tax recommend possible changes that could improve tax 
neutralityneutrality
-- fiscal policy implications and reform pathsfiscal policy implications and reform paths



Principles on NeutralityPrinciples on Neutrality
GENERAL GENERAL 

PRINCIPLESPRINCIPLES
FINANCIAL FINANCIAL 

SECTORSECTOR
SPECIFIC POLICIES/ISSUESSPECIFIC POLICIES/ISSUES NECESSARY STEPSNECESSARY STEPS

Identical economic Identical economic 
activities should be activities should be 
taxed on the same taxed on the same 
manner, Promotion of manner, Promotion of 
savings and minimizing savings and minimizing 
tax arbitragetax arbitrage

Bank and Bank and 
quasiquasi--banksbanks

Shift to a uniform final Shift to a uniform final 
withholding tax of 10% on withholding tax of 10% on 
interest income. (for ROP bonds, interest income. (for ROP bonds, 
FCDU, debt instruments with FCDU, debt instruments with 
maturity greater than 5 years, maturity greater than 5 years, 
debt instruments with maturity of debt instruments with maturity of 
5 years or less)5 years or less)

Amend Sec. 24 or Amend Sec. 24 or 
32(B)(7)(g) NIRC to 32(B)(7)(g) NIRC to 
provide a uniform tax provide a uniform tax 
rate among rate among 
instruments and instruments and 
ensure that interest ensure that interest 
from longfrom long--term deposit term deposit 
instruments are subject instruments are subject 
to the same tax rateto the same tax rate

PERAPERA Issuance of a good IRRIssuance of a good IRR Constitute IRR working Constitute IRR working 
committee with committee with 
representatives from representatives from 
BSP, SEC, IC, BIR, BSP, SEC, IC, BIR, 
DOF, CMDC and other DOF, CMDC and other 
stakeholders, stakeholders, 
representative of representative of 
legislative technical legislative technical 
oversight committee (if oversight committee (if 
needed)needed)



Principles on NeutralityPrinciples on Neutrality
GENERAL GENERAL 

PRINCIPLESPRINCIPLES
FINANCIAL FINANCIAL 

SECTORSECTOR
SPECIFIC POLICIES/ISSUESSPECIFIC POLICIES/ISSUES NECESSARY STEPSNECESSARY STEPS

Encouraging Encouraging 
transactions and transactions and 
turnovers to occur.  turnovers to occur.  
Transaction taxes Transaction taxes 
should not affect the should not affect the 
volume of transactions.volume of transactions.

NonNon--life life 
insuranceinsurance

Life Life 
InsuranceInsurance

Set a ceiling on DST on Set a ceiling on DST on 
insurance contractsinsurance contracts

Amend Art. 183 of the Amend Art. 183 of the 
NIRC, as amended by NIRC, as amended by 
R.A. 9234R.A. 9234

REPOsREPOs Exempt Exempt reposrepos from transactions from transactions 
taxes and taxes on interest taxes and taxes on interest 
incomeincome

Amend NIRC to Amend NIRC to 
remove reverse remove reverse 
repurchase repurchase 
agreements from the agreements from the 
term term ““deposit deposit 
substitutessubstitutes””



Principles on NeutralityPrinciples on Neutrality
GENERAL PRINCIPLESGENERAL PRINCIPLES FINANCIAL FINANCIAL 

SECTORSECTOR
SPECIFIC SPECIFIC 

POLICIES/ISSUESPOLICIES/ISSUES
NECESSARY STEPSNECESSARY STEPS

Avoidance of Double Avoidance of Double 
Taxation, Taxing the Taxation, Taxing the 
earnings from the principal earnings from the principal 
(fruits) and avoidance of (fruits) and avoidance of 
taxing the principal (root)taxing the principal (root)

InsuranceInsurance Reduce or eliminate the Reduce or eliminate the 
5% tax on insurance 5% tax on insurance 
premiumpremium

Amend the NIRCAmend the NIRC

NonNon--life life 
InsuranceInsurance

Return to the old practice Return to the old practice 
of allowing deduction of of allowing deduction of 
contribution to trust funds contribution to trust funds 
in computing the tax base in computing the tax base 
of the VAT on nonof the VAT on non--life life 
insurance premiumsinsurance premiums

Amend the NIRCAmend the NIRC

REPOsREPOs Shift to a uniform final Shift to a uniform final 
withholding tax of 10% on withholding tax of 10% on 
interest incomeinterest income

Amend Sec. 24 or Amend Sec. 24 or 
32(B)(7)(g) NIRC to 32(B)(7)(g) NIRC to 
provide a uniform tax rate provide a uniform tax rate 
among instruments and among instruments and 
ensure that interest from ensure that interest from 
longlong--term deposit term deposit 
instruments are subject to instruments are subject to 
the same tax rate the same tax rate 



CMDC Legislative Initiatives CMDC Legislative Initiatives 
–– Unfinished BusinessUnfinished Business

Credit Information System ActCredit Information System Act
-- This is a bill for the creation of a credit information bureau This is a bill for the creation of a credit information bureau 
as source of information for creditors and lenders, to allow as source of information for creditors and lenders, to allow 
lenders to accurately evaluate risks and improve portfolio lenders to accurately evaluate risks and improve portfolio 
quality, to allow lenders to properly select between good quality, to allow lenders to properly select between good 
borrowers and bad borrowers and to increase credit volume borrowers and bad borrowers and to increase credit volume 
and improve discipline in the credit process.and improve discipline in the credit process.

Corporate Recovery and Insolvency ActCorporate Recovery and Insolvency Act
-- Revision of corporate recovery rules aligned with Revision of corporate recovery rules aligned with 
international best practice.  The proposed bill is intended to international best practice.  The proposed bill is intended to 
be a quicker, faster, more expeditious way of rehabilitating be a quicker, faster, more expeditious way of rehabilitating 
ailing corporations.ailing corporations.



CMDC Legislative Initiatives CMDC Legislative Initiatives 
–– Unfinished BusinessUnfinished Business

Amendment of BSP CharterAmendment of BSP Charter
-- The proposed amendments are intended to better protect The proposed amendments are intended to better protect 
the interest of the depositors and to avoid losses of public the interest of the depositors and to avoid losses of public 
funds.  The bill seeks to adopt international best practices in funds.  The bill seeks to adopt international best practices in 
banking supervision and other measures that will strengthen banking supervision and other measures that will strengthen 
the regulatory and supervisory powers of the BSP over the regulatory and supervisory powers of the BSP over 
banks and financial institutions. banks and financial institutions. 

RICARICA
-- The Revised Investment Company Act (The Revised Investment Company Act (““RICARICA””) is a bill that ) is a bill that 
seeks to amend the old Investment Company Act (Republic seeks to amend the old Investment Company Act (Republic 
Act No. 2629) and institute reforms to the domestic Act No. 2629) and institute reforms to the domestic 
investment company industry, including mutual funds, investment company industry, including mutual funds, 
towards the development of a stronger capital market.towards the development of a stronger capital market.



CMDC Legislative Initiatives CMDC Legislative Initiatives 
–– Unfinished BusinessUnfinished Business

The proposed RICA aims to establish a comprehensive The proposed RICA aims to establish a comprehensive 
regulatory framework to enable investment companies to regulatory framework to enable investment companies to 
play a key role in capital formation.  It is also aimed at play a key role in capital formation.  It is also aimed at 
promoting the application of fiduciary principles in the promoting the application of fiduciary principles in the 
investment management and administration of investment investment management and administration of investment 
companies as well as preventing its abuse and protecting companies as well as preventing its abuse and protecting 
the interest of the investing public.the interest of the investing public.

PrePre--need Billneed Bill
-- The bill seeks to provide a legislative and regulatory The bill seeks to provide a legislative and regulatory 
framework for the preframework for the pre--need industry for the protection of need industry for the protection of 
investors and preinvestors and pre--need plan holders.  need plan holders.  



CMDC Legislative Initiatives CMDC Legislative Initiatives 
–– Unfinished BusinessUnfinished Business

Land Administration Reform Act (LARA)Land Administration Reform Act (LARA)
-- The reforms seek to rationalize and streamline the land The reforms seek to rationalize and streamline the land 
administration process which is presently handled by administration process which is presently handled by 
multiple agencies and governed by multiple land laws multiple agencies and governed by multiple land laws 
leading to different standards for land valuation, overlapping leading to different standards for land valuation, overlapping 
land titling processes and opportunities for graft and land titling processes and opportunities for graft and 
corruption. corruption. 

The bill seeks to enhance confidence in the land The bill seeks to enhance confidence in the land 
administration process via rationalized and clear valuation administration process via rationalized and clear valuation 
standards and titling processes will reduce confusion, standards and titling processes will reduce confusion, 
delays, minimize occurrence of spurious titles and cut red delays, minimize occurrence of spurious titles and cut red 
tape.tape.



CMDC Legislative Initiatives CMDC Legislative Initiatives 
–– Unfinished BusinessUnfinished Business

No draft bills yet:No draft bills yet:

1.  Rationalization of Financial Sector Taxes 1.  Rationalization of Financial Sector Taxes 
(under study) (under study) -- Administrative and legislative Administrative and legislative 
amendmentsamendments

2.  Amendments to SRC2.  Amendments to SRC
3.  Amendments to the Corporation Code on the 3.  Amendments to the Corporation Code on the 

fitfit--andand--proper rule  proper rule  
4.  Amendments to Insurance Code4.  Amendments to Insurance Code
5.  Study on Consolidated Regulator5.  Study on Consolidated Regulator
6.  Real Estate Investment Trust (6.  Real Estate Investment Trust (REITsREITs))
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